AP Autobiography
Sobresaliente

Muy Bien

Bien

Aceptable

No Aceptable

Accuracy

Exceptionally accurate with
great attention to detail.
Includes great amount
biographic information to get
a vivid picture.

Quite accurate with
very good attention
to detail. Includes
good amount
biographic
information to get a
solid picture.

Good effort and
accuracy and
attention to detail.
Includes fair amount
biographic
information to get a
picture.

Lacks some effort
and development. Is
less accurate with
less attention to
detail. Lacking
important
biographical
information.

Not well developed.
and lacks effort and
accuracy.

Quality writing

Exceptionally understandable
with little to no English
interference. Exceptionally
well written and well
organized with transitions.

Very understandable
with little English
interference. Well
written and
organized with
transitions.

Mostly
understandable with
some English
interference. Not as
well written or as
organized.

Somewhat
understandable since
English interferes
with Spanish. Not
well written or
organized.

Not understandable
since there is a
considerable English
interference with the
Spanish.

Vocabulary usage

Uses exceptionally
appropriate and rich
vocabulary that enhances
clear, focused, creative
autobiography. Excellent
incorporation of vocabulary.
Takes risks and uses the
language with great
success.

Uses appropriate
vocabulary very well
including words
learned this year.
Able to use language
with few errors and
takes risks with
success.

Uses some
vocabulary well. Able
to use the language
with few errors and
takes some risks
with success.

Able to use simple
Spanish. Vocabulary
is developing; has
some difficulty
orthography.

Has difficulty with
spelling, accents, and
simple sentences;
Has limited
vocabulary.

Following directions

Follows directions for the
autobiography exceptionally
well. Includes all required
information.

Follows directions
Directions are
well. Includes most followed. Includes
required information. some required
information.

Direction are not
followed as well.
Lacking required
information.

Directions not
followed . Lacking
most required
information.

Grammatical Skills

Uses former grammatical
concepts as a natural
foundation for the layering of
new concepts. Uses verb
tenses and moods
exceptionally well and takes
risks with great success.

Makes few errors
when using verbs
tenses and moods
commands
experiments / takes
risks with success.

Makes frequent
errors when
attempting to use
grammatical
concepts- has
difficulty retaining
old concepts

Has little command
of basic grammatical
concepts

Makes some errors
when using verbs.
Able to retain old
concepts and
experiments / takes
risks with less
success.

Score

